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with a top gravity 
feed, a bottom 
siphon feed and  
a convenient,  
beginner-friendly 
single-action 
model. I chose the 
side feed to  
improve direct line of sight with my work material.  
The included carrying case contains three cup sizes  

and the G-MAC Grex Micro Air Control Valve, which gives the user 
confident, precise air control and a convenient air hose quick  
connector. Another welcome design feature is the ergonomic grip  
(in that Grex green!), which makes long sessions comfortable.

Using the Grex practice tools, I started with a series of practice 
dots and lines, quickly gaining confidence as I went. Then, I moved 
on to painting random shapes and doodles just for fun. That is the 
sign of a successful product: the tool enables fun and creativity 
without hassle or fuss.

I think Grex airbrushes are an excellent choice for hobbyists 
seeking precision, performance, and versatility. With their  
exceptional build quality, ergonomic design, and remarkable  
atomization, Grex airbrushes provide an enjoyable airbrushing 
experience for novices and are sophisticated enough for experts. 
Their compatibility with various paints and the availability of  
excellent accessories further enhance their value and provide lots 
of opportunities for follow-up sales. HM

Most hobbyists have painted something 
with paintbrushes or aerosol cans.  
An airbrush takes painting to the  

next level. 
Airbrushing is a technical and artistic skill 

that offers endless possibilities. Choosing the 
right airbrush style with Grex is simple because 
virtually any of their products work well. 

Grex airbrushes have gained a reputation 
for their precision engineering, exceptional 
quality and versatility. The needles, cups and accessories are all easily 
interchangeable across the Grex Airbrush line.

I’ve enjoyed learning with the Grex Genesis Airbrush Combo kit 
GCK04, which included everything I needed except the paint.

The oil-less AC1810 compressor is pleasantly quiet and  
compact with an easy-to-use regulator, trap, gauge and padded 

feet. The visible power switch  
and integrated airbrush holder 
right on top are examples of 
excellent design.

Assembling the components 
to get started is intuitive, and I was 
literally spraying paint in just  
minutes with the Genesis.XSi  
side-feed airbrush.

Grex offers multiple variants 
of the Genesis dual-action airbrush 

Troy Phagan

Airbrush Precision 
and Performance
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